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Since 2018, Taipei Medical University has developed the Digital Initiative Center in I College.

Enrollment, recommend courses, apply for course credits and digital self-learning scholarship

MOOCs

Bring high quality MOOCs around the world for students in campus

COURSES

219 Digital Self-Learning Courses

219 courses

Recommended from students and departments

PARTICIPATION

Enrollment: 3834
Apply for scholarship: 629
Apply for graduation credits: 1054

DIGITAL INITIATIVE CENTER

DIGITAL SELF-LEARNING POLICY

MOOCs

DIGITAL SELF-LEARNING SYSTEM

DIGITAL SELF-LEARNING POLICY

An innovation policy to promote the cross-disciplinary and open education

Since 2018, Taipei Medical University has developed the Digital Initiative Center in I College.

Enrollment, recommend courses, apply for course credits and digital self-learning scholarship

219 Digital Self-Learning Courses

219 courses

Recommended from students and departments

MOOCs

Bring high quality MOOCs around the world for students in campus

MINI-PROGRAM IN DIGITAL LEARNING AND TECHNOLOGY

Ability Development
Learning theory
Digital teaching content design
Application of digital learning tools

2020

Description
- Basic
- Core
- Applied

6 credits

As of November, 2020